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Practice Best Soap UI Interview Questions

Find Best Soap UI Interview Questions for Freshers and Experienced. SoapUI is one of the Most Advanced 
and smarter REST & SOAP testing tools. It is a free cross-platform testing platform for testing SOAP and 
REST web services.

SoapUI is a testing application for representational state transfer (called REST) and service-oriented 
architecture (known as SOA) and its characteristics comprise service inspection, simulation and mocking, 
functional testing, load, and compliance testing. SoapUI Pro focuses on features intended to improve 
productivity. It was developed by Eviware software in the year 2011.

SoapUI is licensed under the terms of the EU Public License and it is built on the Java platform and manages 
Swing for the user interface, which means that SoapUI is cross-platform. Today, SoapUI also maintains IDEA, 
Eclipse, and NetBeans and can test SOAP and REST web services, JMS, AMF, HTTP(S) and JDBC calls.

Q1.  Explain SoapUI?

SoapUI is one of the Most Advanced and smarter REST & SOAP testing tool.It is free cross plateform testing 
platform for testing SOAP and REST Webservices.

Q2.  What is the latest version of SoapUI?

SoapUI 5.5 is the latest version of SoapUI. It was released on February 12, 2019.

Q3.  What project formats are available in SoapUI.

SoapUI mainly supports two project formats:
1)Standalone projects
2)Composite projects.

Q4.  List the features offered by SoapUI opensource?

Some features offered by SoapUI opensource are
1)Functional Testing
2)Service Simulation
3)Security testing
4)Load Testing
5)Technology Support
6)Automation
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7)Analytics
8)Ecosystem

Q5.  What programming languages are supported by SoapUI.

Soap UI supports Groovy and JavaScript programming languages.

Q6.  What is Groovy Scripting?

Groovy Scripting is a language used for testing web services.

Q7.  What is an XML and how is it used?

XML stands for “Extensible Markup Language”, it is used to store and transport data. It is a flexible way to 
create data formats and share information via the Internet.

Q8.  List different types of assertions used in SoapUI?

Following are list of different types of assertions used in SoapUI

Contains & Not Contains
XPath match
XQuery match
Schema compliance
Soap Faults
Response SLA
WS security Status
Script Assertion
WS- Addressing Request or Response Assertion
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